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Nearly 50 Years of Building the American Dream
For nearly fifty years, Fort Myer Construction Corporation has built the American Dream
for the people of DC, Maryland, and Virginia. Fort Myer started with humble roots out of
an apartment in Arlington, Virginia paving driveways and patios. The company’s founders
Jose Rodriguez and Lewis Shrensky worked hard to complete the highest quality work
with every job, no matter how small it was.
As DC, Maryland and Virginia’s economies started to grow, so too did Fort Myer. When an
infrastructure construction company was needed, no matter the project complexity, Fort Myer
Construction was there to safely deliver high-quality work at a fair price.
Fort Myer Construction is proud to have built much of
the infrastructure that allows the residents of DC,
Maryland, and Virginia to achieve their American
Dream. The company is even more proud to have
helped thousands of employees over the years
achieve their own American Dream.
We support our team members in building their own
unique success stories. Providing a way for them to
put in the work required to make whatever their
dreams are a reality. We’ve created a message rooted
in both our history and our aspirations: Building the
American Dream for DC, Maryland, and Virginia.
With this message, we continue to grow in serving the
infrastructure needs of our region with our same
fundamental pillars of success: safety, respect, quality, integrity, pride, and community.

Award winning work
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Safety isn’t just a goal, it’s a requirement
For us, safety is a key thread that binds our company culture. We consider ourselves a
family and it’s everyone’s responsibility to keep each family member out of harm’s way.
Our team has received many awards for our outstanding record of construction safety,
spotlighting our professionalism and reinforcing our continual drive for keeping our
employees and the public safe.
We have a fully staffed safety department that regularly ensures our crews and leaders are meeting
and exceeding safety standards. Convening daily before any work begins, safety professionals go
over the projects on hand, potential risks, mitigation options, and best practices to highlight and
infuse throughout the project sites.
The safety crew is responsible for orchestrating the careful exit of Fort Myer’s entire fleet of trucks
and equipment each morning. Once the yard is empty, they dispatch their own safety vehicles to each
project for guidance, facilitation, and supervision of our number one priority: safe work.
The team leverages new technology to stay ahead of the curve and be as proactive as possible in
promoting our culture of safety. Tablets are used to keep daily reports, document issues, snap and
share photos, record videos, supplement on-site resources, research data, and track progress.

Testimonials
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Capabilities to serve the infrastructure needs of our
entire region
The craftsmanship of Fort Myer Construction shines in almost every area around the
metropolitan area. Our work is seen while driving the roads we have constructed and
repaired, such as scenic Independence Avenue, bustling Pennsylvania Avenue or the
historic side streets and alleys of residential Washington, DC.
We have built bridges, walls, and site improvements around major sport stadiums. Many of the
communities of Washington, DC have been positively impacted by our work on roadways, utilities, and
emergency response.
We are proud of the work we have completed on the National Mall, the White House, Georgetown
Waterfront, Vietnam Veterans’ Memorial Wall, African-American Civil War Memorial, Jefferson
Memorial, Martin Luther King Junior Memorial, Lincoln Memorial, United States Capitol, Dulles
Airport, Nationals Park, and several others. Fort Myer Construction is as much a part of this city
as the neighborhoods we serve.
Our team completes high quality work while still encouraging future generations to learn the
trade. This is our backyard, and our executives, supervisors, and employees are uniquely
comfortable with all of the challenges presented by working in such areas.
The cornerstones of Fort Myer’s success continue to sustain our growth inlude quality
workmanship based on skills and expertise of a local and diverse staff committed to excellence,
reliability in completing projects in a timely manner, flexibility in working as part of the client's
team, financial strength to provide the needed resources for each job and strong, professional
management.
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STREET & HIGHWAY

DIVISION

Allowing our region to stay on the move

For nearly half a century, we continue to design, build, and maintain streets and
highways throughout the District of Columbia, Maryland, and Virginia. City
roads, neighborhood alleys, avenues showcasing national monuments, and
major stretches of state and federal highways are regularly cared for and
meticulously renovated by Fort Myer’s capable and experienced crews.
With experience in multiple core segments of the transportation industry, we specialize in
earthwork, utility relocation, drainage, concrete structures, paving, bridges, electrical work, and
manufacturing and placing high quality asphalt, concrete, and aggregate.
In addition to our highly-trained staff, which can provide accelerated mobilization, we have a vast
inventory of standard and unique material, like granite curb, regularly stocked for quick response
and emergency needs.
Featured projects include:
Reconstruction Of Pennsylvania Avenue
MD 410 (East West Hwy) Safety & Resurfacing Improvements
Rehabilitation Of Interstate 66
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BRIDGES & STRUCTURES

DIVISION

Connecting the people of our region

Similar to our clients, no two bridges are the same. Structures connecting two
areas have unique challenges and requirements. That’s why we provide
individual attention when we carefully design, construct, and rehabilitate various
types of bridges. We also build and perform work on structures, including
retaining walls, memorials, culverts, precast structures, noise walls, barriers,
and mechanically stabilized earth walls (MSE’s).
Fort Myer stands out for our successful completion of highly technical projects in an assortment of
challenging environments ranging from the most densely populated, high traffic urban zones to
historical structures located in restricted and treasured areas of our nation’s capital. Bridges,
highway interchanges, transit projects, specialized foundation work, and overlays are part of our
everyday work.
Featured projects include:
New York Avenue Bridge Reconstruction
Interchange Reconstruction MD 97 At Randolph Road
Dulles Toll Road Sound Wall Replacement
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UTILITIES

DIVISION

The experience to get complex projects done right

Many companies perform public utility work, but what separates Fort Myer
Construction from other contractors is the size, scope, timeframe, and client
satisfaction of our projects. We perform our utility work within aggressive
schedules and in densely populated urban environments.
Our utility crews have successfully completed numerous projects for private developers, as well as
local municipalities, various state agencies, and private companies. Fort Myer has extensive
experience with the most complicated utility work, including the repair and construction of storm
drains, sanitary sewers, water mains, duct banks and vaults (PEPCO approved utility contractor),
water retention systems and underdrain systems.
Constantly prepared for quick-response and emergency needs, Fort Myer’s inventory is regularly
stocked with water, sewer, and storm utility resources.
Featured projects include:
Northeast Boundary Tunnel - Utility Relocations
North Chevy Chase Water Main Replacement
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ELECTRICAL

DIVISION

Keeping DC, Maryland, and Virginia powered

Among the region’s finest electrical contractors, Fort Myer provides electrical
infrastructure construction for electric utilities, municipalities, institutions,
government agencies, and private developers throughout the tri-state region.
With several specialties and a mobile workforce, we also offer maintenance, upgrades, and 24/7
emergency restoration services for a variety of utilities. Resourcefully positioned in the district,
our assets include a large electrical warehouse housing a wide reserve of electrical material for
quick-response/emergency needs.
Past projects include:
Federal and Citywide Streetlight Construction
I-66 Multimodal Improvements Including Toll Gantry Installations
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DESIGN-BUILD

DIVISION

Delivering award winning infrastructure to our region

Fort Myer has a successful track record of completing award-winning designbuild projects with an integrated delivery approach. We pay close attention to
our customer’s vision and communicate these expectations throughout the
design and construction process. Because of this, our clients have more say in
the project and are able to harness the synergy of many resources working as a
team. Encouraging dialogue, we provide feedback on expenses and
constructability throughout design.
Our goal is to offer the project team more flexibility and efficiency, creating opportunities for
innovation and creative problem solving. In addition to a project we’re proud to collaboratively
deliver, often, we are honored to receive prestigious awards for the quality of our work.
Past projects include:
New York Avenue Bridge Reconstruction over Railroad Tracks
I-495 Northern Section Shoulder Reconstruction
Braddock Rd & Pleasant Valley Rd Intersection
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ASPHALT SUPPLY & PAVING

DIVISION

Two plants supplying the needs of our region

Fort Myer furnishes a variety of state and county approved mixes from its two
state-of-the-art asphalt plants, using recycled asphalt to the fullest extent. With
competitive prices and mixes that meet the most stringent specifications, our
asphalt division is the leading supplier of asphalt in Washington, DC.
Producing virgin and RAP mixes, we supply state and county approved asphalt to a broad
customer base in DC, Maryland, and Virginia. We also support our own crews paving streets,
highways, parking lots, and bicycle paths. Fort Myer is known for delivering a superior product “at
the plant” and “on the ground”.
Past projects include:
Revitalization Of Kennedy Street NW
MD 185 Safety & Resurfacing Improvements
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SNOW & ICE REMOVAL

DIVISION

When winter comes, we're ready

As an “on-call service contractor,” Fort Myer supplies an average of 60 dump
trucks equipped with heavy snow plowing and handling equipment during the
winter seasons.
Annually exchanging millers and asphalt for snow plows and rock salt, we provide winter weather
management services for the local Departments of Transportation.
We proactively monitor weather forecasts to ready our crews during constantly changing
conditions. In addition, we offer customers 24/7 support to ensure prompt and efficient service.
Our reliable workforce, rapid dispatch service, local storage sites, and fleet of vehicles ensure top
customer satisfaction with our snow removal services. Whether it’s a small neighborhood
backstreet or a large interstate highway, we are your resource for safe and accessible roadways
during the winter season.
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24/7 EMERGENCY RESPONSE

DIVISION

We're ready to take on any challenge

Sometimes the unimaginable happens. A waterline breaks. A roadway crumbles.
The power goes out. Suddenly, you’re faced with something you weren’t
prepared for or expecting. During these stressful emergency situations, Fort
Myer provides fast response, expert knowledge, careful work, and reliable team
members to help you get the situation under control again.
With a robust and varied fleet of equipment and experienced operators ready to go, Fort Myer is
prepared to immediately respond to almost any natural or man-made emergency. Our staff is on
call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Emergency response capabilities include waterline breaks, sink
holes, storm and flood damage, roadway and structure collapses, maintenance of traffic/detours,
and widespread power outages.
Recognizing the importance of keeping our clients’ systems fully functioning, we understand the
urgency of any emergency situation and at the same time the critical need for extra attention to
safety of everyone involved in the process.
Past projects include:
WSSC Pg County Street Repairs IDIQ
DDOT Local Pavement Restoration Citywide IDIQ
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Supporting local small businesses pursuit of their own
American Dream story
The FMCC Small Business Relationship and Networking Roundtable is intended to foster
and promote professionalism and integrity through a series of roundtable meetings
designed for businesses aiming to grow, enhance their skills, and develop professional
relationships to help them move their business to the next level.
Established in 2010, the program has grown to over 30 small businesses and their owners
participating in personally meeting representatives of dozens of District of Columbia, Maryland, and
Virginia agencies. They also interact with a sizable number of prime contractors, joint ventures,
developers, lawyers, accountants, bonding and insurance companies, and attend special sessions
with City Council members that specifically deal with Small and Local Business Development.
Additionally, Fort Myer provides unique and unparalleled access to its own Estimating Division,
accountants, attorneys, and other internal professionals to foster advice and counseling.

Giving back to DC, Maryland and Virginia
We recognize that as a member of the Metropolitan Washington Community, we have a
responsibility to support local organizations and efforts that affect issues where we live
and work.
Fort Myer provides support in the form of donations of personal time and efforts, cash, materials and
services to organizations such as FBI Citizens Academy Alumni Association, Washington D.C. Police
Foundation, Goodwill of Greater Washington, Perry School Community Service Center, Covenant
House, Fisher House, Community of Hope, and other organizations. Fort Myer believes that
community work reflects on the integrity of the Company and has therefore established the Fort Myer
Construction Corporation Charitable Foundation to support its efforts, as well as the charitable work
of employees who also appreciate the importance of civic involvement.
Throughout the history of Fort Myer, the Company has been a good neighbor. The often
demonstrated civic character of the Company is seen in its regular support of numerous civic
associations, clubs and teams. Many games and events in the city have taken place where the’ teams
and groups have worn the name of Fort Myer Construction on their shirts. Fort Myer organized and
sponsored a job fair for inner city youth in conjunction with a Fort Myer sponsored basketball
tournament.
Fort Myer regularly participates in job fairs sponsored by the D.C. government and others. The
Company contributes to improving D.C.’s school buildings and infrastructure, as well as supports the
worthy efforts of Hope Housing in providing first time housing opportunities for residents of
Washington. The Company has also been recognized for its support of Fisher Houses where returning
injured military reside while they recuperate and rehabilitate from their wounds.
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